Analogies

Directions: An analogy compares two things that are different, but have something in common.
Example: brush is to paint as pen is to write
brush : paint :: pen : write
Complete each analogy by writing the best word.

1. happy is to joyful as sad is to _______________
   scary    depressed    nervous    silly

2. now is to later as easy is to _______________
   difficult    early    fun    simple

3. gloves are to hands as socks are to _______________
   eyes    ears    feet    legs

4. glasses are to see as cane is to _______________
   understand    sleep    walk    eat

5. lettuce is to green as strawberry is to _______________
   orange    brown    delicious    red

6. interesting : fascinating :: uncommon : _______________
   everyday    boring    late    rare

7. fire : hot :: snow : _______________
   cold    yellow    warm    tasty

8. bakery : bread :: café : _______________
   coffee    water    cake    salad

9. reward : good :: punishment : _______________
   wonderful    bad    cute    open

10. spend : save :: give : _______________
    sit    receive    say    ask